Group Meeting Agenda

Team 1

01/30/2002

1 General Information

Title of Meeting: Second Group Meeting

Meeting Called By: Mike Buchanon

Date, Time, and Place: 01/30/2002, 4:30pm, 500 Computer Center

Type of Meeting: Assignment of jobs

Invited Participants: buchanon, iliev, daoud, dennig

2 Desired Outcomes

1. Role Assignment finalization

2. Preliminary Class Model

3. Preliminary Use-Case Model

3 Agenda

1. Demo Web Pages (buchanon)

2. Demo/explain how to use CVS (buchanon)

3. Assign roles

4. Make list of questions to send to client

5. Discuss UML Class models

6. Discuss UML Use-Case models

7. Formalize ideas for prototype interface